WHAT NEXT AFTER… TRASH

Other authors to look out for:
Nancy Farmer
Candy Gourlay
Jason Wallace
Siobhan Dowd
Wendy Mass

Bamboo People by Mitali Perkins
A refugee and child soldier challenge the rules of war in this coming-of-age novel set against the political and military backdrop of modern-day Burma.

Garbage King by Elizabeth Laird
A gritty, deeply moving story that shows how the human spirit can triumph in the harshest of worlds.

Lost Riders by Elizabeth Laird
A hard-hitting, intensely moving novel about child slavery in the Middle East.

Shooting Kabul by N.H. Senzai
A heart wrenching story of escape from Taliban-controlled Afghanistan and a boy’s daring scheme to return to the Pakistani refugee camp where his little sister was accidentally left behind.

First Girl by Gloria Whelan
When another girl is born to Chu Ju's mother, 14-year-old Chu Ju understands that one girl must leave, so she sets out in the middle of the night, vowing never to return.

The Breadwinner by Deborah Ellis
A novel about loyalty, survival, families, and friendship under the Taliban’s rule in Afghanistan.